What If?
by Anna Russell
YF Russell
Josh wonders why his brain tells him
to do things others do not, so when
he is diagnosed with OCD, he finds
an answer, but this diagnosis is a
blessing and a curse.

Skyward
by Brandon Sanderson
YF Sanderson
The best-selling author of the
Mistborn books presents a first entry
in a new series about a girl from a
world under constant alien attack
who dreams of becoming a wartime
pilot to determine the fate of
humanity's future.

Ever the Hunted: Ever the
Outcast, Ever the Brave
by Erin Summerill
YF Summerill
When her father is murdered and his
apprentice, a boy who broke her
heart, is accused, Britta ventures
through a world filled with mad
kings, war and dark magic to
discover the truth.

Teen
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Love & Luck
by Jenna Evans Welch
YF Welch
Addie hopes the road trip of a
lifetime will not only bring the
romance and adventure she so
desperately seeks, but also help fix
the shattered relationship she has
with her brother.

Match Me If You Can
by Tiana Smith
YF Smith
When her best friend, Athen High's
most trusted matchmaker, refuses
to match her with the guy of her
dreams, Mia takes matters into her
own hands, with uproariously
disastrous consequences.

A Touch of Gold
by Annie Sullivan
YF Sullivan
Bearing the consequences of her
father's erstwhile golden touch,
golden-skinned Princess Kora
harbors secret powers that become
more difficult to hide.

Fame, Fate, and the First
Kiss
by Kasie West
YF West
Leaping at a chance to star in a
movie alongside one of Hollywood's
hottest actors, Lacey struggles with
the realities of life in the spotlight.

Minimal violence, sex and profanity

The Epic Crush of
Genie Lo
by F.C. Yee
YF Yee
Genie's focus on getting into a toptier college is destroyed when an
enigmatic transfer student, Quentin,
helps her transform into a demonfighter.
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Swing

Backfield Boys

The Chosen

by Kwame Alexander

by John Feinstein

by Taran Matharu

YF Alexander
A novel-in-verse about two best
friends who decide to change their
lives and their luck.

YF Feinstein
When best friends Tom and Jason
leave New York City for an elite,
sports-focused boarding school in
Virginia to play football, they find
some coaches and teammates have
racist tendencies.

YF Matharu
Boarding a prison plane of teen
delinquents, Cade arrives in an
alternate realm filled with
prehistoric creatures, ancient relics
and discarded people who are
forced to compete in their overlords'
brutal survival game.

The Assassination of
Brangwain Spurge
by M.T. Anderson
YF Anderson
Uptight elfin historian Brangwain
Spurge is on a mission: survive being
catapulted across the mountains
into goblin territory, deliver a
priceless peace offering to their
mysterious dark lord and spy on the
goblin kingdom.

Lovely, Dark and Deep
by Justina Chen
YF Chen
Viola Li and her sister Roz are selling
bean buns at a science fiction
gathering in Seattle when she
suddenly collapses. She wakes up in
the hospital to find she has
developed a case of photosensitivity
so bad that even ordinary lights can
cause blisters.

The Warrior Maiden
by Melanie Dickerson
YF Dickerson
This reimagining of Mulan follows
the adventures of a girl soldier in
disguise who protects her liege lord
from a besieging army before a rival
discovers her true gender.

The Other Side of Lost
by Jessi Kirby
YF Kirby
When Mari Turner experiences major
backlash after revealing to her
thousands of online followers that
her social media persona is all a lie,
she impulsively decides to get away
from it all by hiking the John Muir
trail, which she and her late cousin
Bri had planned to do together.

Happy Messy Scary Love
by Leah Konen

The Lost Girl of Astor
Street
by Stephanie Morrill
YF Morrill
Investigating the disappearance of
her best friend from their privileged
neighborhood in 1920s Chicago,
Piper risks her safety to follow clues
leading to local corruption.

Resistance
by Jennifer A Nielsen

YF Konen
Sending a photograph of her
attractive friend to an online crush
she never expects to meet, a
Brooklyn high school student has an
unexpected reckoning during a
family trip to the Catskills.

YF Nielsen
After a smuggling mission to an
isolated Jewish ghetto goes wrong
and her colleagues are arrested,
Chaya Lindner, a Jewish girl living in
Nazi-occupied Poland, decides to go
to Warsaw, where an uprising is in
the works.

The Color of Lies

Paul, Big, and Small

by CJ Lyons
YF Lyons
Possessing a rare form of
synesthesia that allows her to see
colors representing a person's true
emotions, Ella is approached by a
journalist who reveals that her
parents' deaths were not accidental.

by David Glen Robb
YF Robb
Paul, a talented rock climber despite
his very short stature, becomes
friends with six-foot-tall Lily and
Hawaiian newcomer Big to navigate
a high school filled with bullies.

